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Executive Summary

The ECB’s Thematic Review on Climate-related and Environmental Risk provides a
cross-sectional analysis conducted on supervised banks and aims to identify the

strategy, governance and management framework for Climate-related and
Environmental Risks. This analysis lead to much evidence, including the

soundness of practices. In this respect, the ECB requires banks to provide risk
metrics based on climate-related and environmental risks that include measures

such as VaR or Stress Test. This paper aims a proposal for the structuring of a
Climate Scenario’s framework from input variables that take into account

environmental impacts and translating them into macroeconomic and financial
variables in order to obtain shocks that can be applied to market data. This consists

on: I) an analysis of short-term Transition Climate Risk; II) an analysis of the
requirements shared during the ECB’s Thematic Review; III) a study of the existing

models and their implementation; IV) a methodological proposal for scenarios
climate-related. The authors present a methodology for a financial institution to

estimate the ESG Risk: the high degree of flexibility and discretion in management
choices represent the main advantages of the approach described.
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ESG Climate Scenarios:
a Dedicated Framework

Giacomo Colombo Lorena Corna Letizia Malara
Alessandro Prati Michele Silano

In recent years, we could assist fast-growing of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
themes, especially the Climate Change Risk represents the current challenge for Financial
Institutions concerning the pricing of physical and transition risks. The first relevant document

on Climate Risk was in 2015 with the well-known Paris Agreement. With it, the national governments
agreed to implement three main actions below in order to strengthen climate change global response:

• To limit global temperatures, increase to 2◦ C;

• To strength country abilities in adapting to climate changes and developing low GHG emis-
sion’s technologies;

• To make consistent financial flows toward low GHG emissions.

In the same way, the European Commission worked on a more sustainable economy and the
result is the European Green Deal: the latter is an action plan with three goals i.e. to increase
resource efficiency, to restore biodiversity and to reduce pollution by 2050. In this context, Financial
Institutions are challenged to comply with regulatory and supervisory requirements and, in addition,
they have a pivotal role in sustainable finance due to market expectations on Climate Change Risk
and ESG factors definitions. On this last point, we need to remind that the Climate Risk could be
splitted in:

• Physical Risk. It is related to the losses due to long-term events or changes in climate patterns
(e.g. the droughts in some regions, the heavy precipitation and reductions in Arctic sea ice,
etc.).

• Transition Risk. It could be defined as the financial losses resulting from transition to
low-carbon process and to more sustainable economy.

For these reasons, several regulatory developments that considerate climate risk in the banks’
scope have been developed. In particular the ECB Thematic Review on Climate-Related and
Environmental Risk provides a cross-sectional analysis carried out on supervised banks with the
aim to identify the strategy, the governance and the risk management framework for climate-related
and environmental risks. This analysis took play on February 2022 and it highlights two important
aspects:

• Introduction of Climate Risk Metrics, such as VaR and Stress Test metrics in order to
include C&E considerations in the investment decision-making process via positive or negative
screening, developing documented processes, and defining responsibilities;

• Physical Risk inclusion in ESG scores and its extension to sovereign bonds.

Starting from this, it emerged a lack of climate component’s quantification in risk metrics, thus it
was necessary introducing an appropriate ESG metric. Among the various existing metrics, the first
option was to implement a Climate VaR. However, this metric brings inconsistent numerical with
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the expected VaR and it invalidate the final result. So an alternative metrics should be considerate,
such as the Stress Test metric.

In this regard, in order to assess the soundness of European banks against Physical Risk and
Transition Risk, in September 2021 the ECB proposed its own Climate Stress Test framework. In
detail, the development of a Climate Stress Test aims to develop a scenario from environmental
input variables that become macroeconomics and financial variables in order to obtain shocks that
must be applied to market data.

In addition, due to ISDA Survey on Climate Trading book evidences, the Stress Test tool turned
out as the most useful metric in measuring climate risk. Nevertheless, in literature there is a lack of
presentation in methodological proposals for developing a Climate Stress Test framework that could
be conformable for all banks. Therefore, the Climate Stress Test proposal has been developed with a
focus on short-term Transition Risk.

The work is organised as follows: in the first section, we present the frameworks in the literature
on climate stress testing transition risks; we then introduce how we can build a climate stress test
scenario using the macroeconomic and financial models. Furthermore, a mock test of the proposed
methodology is shown on the American economy and the results conclude the work.

1. ESG Risk Methodologies: a Market Risk Overview

The literature on climate stress testing transition risks displays a variety of possible methodologies.
For this purpose, many organizations have implemented a Stress Test on CE risks.

A limited number of financial institutions has conducted exercises on stress tests of energy
transition risk.

Looking at different banks’ examples, the Banque De France presented an application of Climate-
Related Scenarios for Financial Stability Assessment (2020) [1]. Specifically, it proposed an analytical
framework for the climate policy impact quantification with a focus on transition risk in order to
cover the needs of financial institution to run bottom-up exercises. In this work Banque de France
combined different models with a calibration based on the high-level reference scenarios of the
NGFS. It proposed a baseline scenario which refers to an orderly transition toward a low-carbon
economy and two adverse scenarios which shows two different cases of disorderly transition: the
delayed transition and the sudden transition, respectively starting from 2030 and 2025. The model
infrastructure is composed by a suite of models, starting from a multi-country macroeconomic
model (with reference to NiGEM model), a sectoral model and various financial market modules
and an infra-sectoral risk assessment framework. From the Banque de France’s paper, the results
have shown the materiality of the negative economic impacts of disorderly transition toward a
low-carbon economy.

DeNederlandscheBanks (2018) also provided a stress test on transition risk, based on four several
energy transition scenarios with a focus on two risks factors defined as the main driver of energy
transitions [8]. These risk factors are the government policy and the technological developments.
Each scenario is translated in a set of macroeconomic impact, using NiGEM model and subsequently
implementing a transition vulnerability factor (TVF) to capture the fossils fuels’ impact on each
industry. This TVF is based on the amount of CO2 emitted to produce the final goods and services
of each industry and it varies across scenarios due the different risk channels in each of them.
In this way, the total impact on financial institutions’ exposures depends on the combination of
macroeconomic impact in each scenario and the industry’s specific vulnerability factors.

On September 2021 the ECB has proposed an economy-wide stress test, that has been developed
assessing the resilience of non-financial corporate and euro area bank to climate risks with several
future climate policies assumptions [2]. The exercise is composed by three main pillars: the first has
the aim to set climate and macroeconomic conditions over the next 30 years with a climate specific
scenario; the second is composed by a dataset which combines climate and financial information for
worldwide companies; the third is climate-specific models novel set used to analyze the direct and
indirect transmission channels of climate risk drivers for firms and banks.

In addition, there are some papers who explain some guideline in order to improve practices
related to management of climate-related financial risks and in order to produce a guide to climate
stress Testing. On one hand, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) defined a
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document on the effective management and supervision on climate-related financial risks [4].
Specifically it has developed 18 principals which provide good practices of climate change financial
risks. This guide is aligned with the climate risk framework proposed by the Task Force on
Climate Related Financial Disclosure of Financial Stability Board. On the other hand UNEP FI
organized a series of pilot programs with several banks and investors in order to assist them in the
implementation of the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) framework and
with the aim to disclose climate-relevant information [5]. The program develops tools and guides to
enable the management of financial sector and climate risks disclosure, understanding the nature of
climate risk stress test. Specifically, the report suggest best practices for:

• Stress testing team organization;

• Requirements and data collection;

• Scenarios selection and models;

• Results application in the regulatory requirements.

Based on the Guidelines provided by regulators and several attempts by stakeholders, the
Climate Stress Test exercises seems a reasonable way to assess this risk typology.

Despite this, different approaches that combined macroeconomic, financial, and sectoral models
have been considered and currently we haven’t an accepted standard methodology: the avaiable
Climate Stress Test Frameworks are at an early stages and then they could be present a potential
gaps.

In the next section we would present the Iason’s Framework that provides a scenario for
Transition Risk on short term.

2. Approach Overview

2.1 The General Setting

Climate Risk represents a key factor of Systemic Risk and the regulatory context requires metrics
that include the Transition and Physical Risks impacts.

This requirement is also highlighted by ECB in 7.10.A point of “ESG Thematic Review”:
“...At this stage, it has not fully adopted, within its risk management framework, market risk metrics based

on climate-related factors (e.g. climate VaR, climate-related-induced MtM changes or stress tests), matched by
a corresponding monitoring process.”

Based on it, several Climate metrics have been proposed by stakeholders: despite the better
metric seems a climate VaR, the latter shows implementation difficulties that led to focus on the
Climate Stress Test exercise.

Iason’s Framework focuses on Transition Climate Risk: it relies on a combination of macroeco-
nomic and financial models to translate macroeconomics and climate variables into financial ones
and the latter’s are “inserted” in a climate scenario that represents the methodology’s final output.

In detail, we used the four models below:

• GCAM. Considering a historical dataset and a suitable params calibration, the output of it is a
set of long-term variables of macroeconomics and climate nature. In detail, the key factors of
Transition Risk considered are:

– Government policies (i.e. the carbon tax);

– Technology characteristics;

– Energy System;

– Investment in Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) and afforestation;

– Land-use and related emissions.

The GCAM outcome is represented by:

– Productive system;
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FIGURE 1: Structure of GCAM Model

– Greenhouse Gases (i.e. GHG) and no-GHG emissions;

– Socio-economic predictions;

– Price and trades of goods and services;

– Carbon prices.

The GCAM model structure is represented in Figure 1.

• NiGEM. The output of the model above represents the input of NiGEM one: the outcome of it
is a set of financial variables, i.e. the shock impacts the following factors:

– Equity prices;

– Interest rate (for short and long term);

– Forex rate;

– Commodity prices.

The structure of NiGEM model is represented in Figure 2.

• Credit Model. Alongside the NiGEM, our internal analysis highlighted the need to include a
credit model adjusted for Market Risk to obtain the default probability.
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FIGURE 2: Structure of NiGEM Model

TABLE 1: Input parameters

• Sectoral Disaggregation Model. It represents the last step of our methodology and takes as
inputs the results of NiGEM and the Credit model. It is applied only to equity and credit
spread: through it, we can evaluate the shock for each NACE sector.

As previously anticipated, the output of Iason methodology is a climate scenario, i.e.:

• Baseline scenario;

• Adverse scenario.

The such simulation could be:

• Pre-designed;

• Built ad hoc to meet the Bank’s needs.

Given these two outcomes, the impacts are retrieved from the difference between the two
scenarios above and, as already performed for the regular stress test, the Bank could proceed with a
full revaluation of positions in scope under the stress test scenario.

2.2 GCAM Model

The GCAM model is the first step of our framework and it is defined as a climate model because,
based on actual climate polices, predictions of economic and climate variables are returned by the
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FIGURE 3: FED Short Term Rate

model. It is a global, dynamic and recursive model, so decision-maker take decisions based on
available information. This means that a current choice may no longer be optimal in the future.

This model is based on partial market equilibrium and it means that each period is solved
independently for each market.

The model includes a 5-year time step, from 1990 to 2100 and it represents interconnections
among five systems: the energy system, the water system, the economic system and the climate
system.

GCAM is part of Integrated Assessment Models (IAM) and it is representative of SSP2 (Shared
Socioeconomic Pathway 2), that is a future evolution scenario of socioeconomic variables.

In the model variables are customized on reducing climate change polices adopted by govern-
ments (e.g. policies aimed at reducing emissions). Then these polices are translated into long-term
forecasts economic and climate variables.

In order to asses the goodness, it was necessary to conduct consistency tests. This showed that
all modeled variables respond to expected climate polices, with different response’s degrees based
on the introduced policy intensity.

However, this model has a shortcoming: it uses an exogenous GDP forecasting trajectory that
does not incorporate climate components. Specifically, it takes GDP as an exogenous input but it
treats it as endogenous (because its determinants are given by labor force and productivity). For this
reason, the model doesen’t incorporate the climate component, which means that the GDP forecast
does not change depending on the policy implemented. Therefore, it was necessary to introduce a
merge with another model called MESSAGE model. In this merge, the GCAM reference scenario’s
GDP is combined with the same reference scenario’s GDP but in the MESSAGE model.

2.3 NiGEM Model

In the following section, the main features of National Institute Global Econometric Model (NiGEM)
are summarized with a focus on the variables of interest for market risk, as interest rates, exchange
rates and equity prices. For the former, a backtest analysis carried out on historical data is
subsequently reported in order to verify the predictive capacity of the model; some considerations
about the different calibrations performed and the possible impacts obtained through different
configurations adopted are also reported.

NiGEM has been developed in 1987 by the National Institute of Economic and Social Research
(NIESR) and it was immediately used for forecasting and policy analysis; an earlier description
of the model can be found in Barrell et al. [3]. Today the final version differs from the original
one, as it incorporates new elements that reflect the evolution of the literature on the subject and
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FIGURE 4: ECB Short Term Rate

therefore better suited to current socio-economic conditions. Both policy-makers and the private
sector across the globe leverage on this model for economic forecasting, scenario building and stress
testing exercise.

Focusing on the technical aspects, NIGEM consists of individual country models for the major
economies that are linked through trade in goods and services and integrated capital markets. They
all have the same neo-Keynesian structure in that agents in the model are generally assumed to have
rational expectations, and there are nominal rigidities that that slow the process of adjustment to
external events. Although the skeleton of the model is uniform among different countries, NIGEM
allows some specificities to be introduced, such as the determinants of supply and demand or more
deeply the calibration of the parameters involved in each model. This in order to better capture the
different specificities of each individual country involved.

In the following sections are briefly presented the main features of the model while refer to the
Annex A and B for more technical details. In particular:

• The representative agents in the model, that are households, firms, governments and monetary
authorities;

• The key pricing and trading relationships in the model and how the model is brought into
equilibrium.

2.3.1 Agents in the Model

The representative agents in the model are households, firms, governments and monetary authorities:

• Households, that are the consumer’s side and whose spending choices change according to
the different phases of life as a function of their current and expected future real disposable
income as well as wealth from housing and financial assets, all net of taxes. The short-term
expenditure adjustment is represented by the presence of constraints, on liquidity or the
willingness to borrow, while in the long-term consumption depends on a dynamic adjustment
path around real disposable income and real wealth.

• Firms, which on the one hand represent the aggregate supply side by means of a CES function
coupled with a Cobb-Douglas relationship, on the other hand the demand for labor and capital
by maximizing their own profits.
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FIGURE 5: BoJ Short Term Rate

• Governments, whose budget constraint is defined by revenue minus expenses, where spending
is represented by investment plus consumptions, both revaluated at consumers’ expenditure
deflator, that is a useful measure of consumers spending, plus transfers to unemployed and
pensioners as well as interest payments; on the other hand, revenues include corporate and
personal direct taxes and indirect taxes on spending.
In addition, the long-term solvency of governments is guaranteed by the introduction of a
default budget rule, that is deficit and debt stock return to sustainable levels in all scenarios.

• Monetary Authorities, represented by central banks and which operate in the model by
determining short-term rates. This is done via the Taylor’s Rule, which will be discussed more
fully in the paragraph 2.3.3.

2.3.2 Overall Functioning of the Framework

This subsection outlines the key pricing and trading relationships in the model and how the different
cases envisaged by the model are brought to equilibrium. Proceeding in analogy with the previous
paragraph, the determining points of the model are presented below:

• Prices of Goods and Services, which are determined by the companies through minimization
of the respective production costs plus a markup. Although this is similar to a monopolistic
approach, it allows for more flexibility and institutional differences across countries. Consumer
prices are subsequently derived as function of unit total cost and a wedge explained by prices
of imported goods and services.

• Wages are determined through a bargaining process between workers and firms while the
relationship between real wages growth and unemployment is determined via Phillips curve.
Moreover, the equilibrium rate of unemployment can be derived using the optimal demand
for labour, the price setting equation and the wage setting equation.

• International trade, where all income and asset flows into one country are matched by outflows
from other countries, as the model is globally closed. Demand of import from countries
represent the main demand driver as well as import prices competitiveness. Commodity
import prices are treated exogenously starting from the prices of raw material while in the
long run the growth rate of these prices is determined by the growth rate of non-commodity
prices.
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FIGURE 6: BoE Short Term Rate

• Financial Market Prices, for which equilibrium is achieved by balancing global liabilities and
global assets. The current country balance is obtained as the sum of the trade balance, net
foreign income, that is the s the difference between income credits and debits, and balance of
payments transfers. Prices on international financial markets, i.e. short term and along term
interest rates, exchange rates and equity prices will be discussed more deeply in the following
subsection.

2.3.3 Financial Markets

As regards the financial markets, an ad hoc paragraph is dedicated as the variables covered by this
modeling are decisive in the construction of a market stress test scenario applied to a trading book.
In fact, in order to carrying out a full revaluation of the positions subject to stress, it is necessary
to stress the market data which constitute the main risk factors associated. In this regard, NiGEM
ensures the modelling of all these key variables by leveraging economic theories widely proven in
the literature on the subject.

First of all, the current account balance of a specific country is defined as follow:

CBt = TBt + (IPDCt − IPDDt) + BPTt.

That is the sum of the trade balance (TB), net foreign income (IPDC − IPDD) and the balance
of payments transfers (BPT), the latter defined as being proportional to nominal GDP in foreign

currency terms BTPt = βBTP
1

ytρ
y
t

RXt
with ρ

y
t being the GDP deflator. Moreover, countryâs net income

from interest payments, profits and dividends (IPD) can be written as the difference between income
credits and debits, that is:

(IPDCt − IPDDt) = A − B,

where:
A = RORt(GAt−1 − βIPD

1 GLt−1) + i∗t βIPD
2 GLt−1,

B =βIPD
3 (PROFt − TAXc

t ) +

(
1 − 0.2

debtgov
t /yt

)
INTgov

t +
GLt−1RXt−1

RXt
−(

1 − 0.2
debtgov

t /yt

)
debtgov

t−1 − βIPD
4 EQCAPt−1QEPRt

RXt
,
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where the terms in A represent credit with the rest of the world. GA are gross assets held, and GL
are gross liabilities, which are both assumed to be a proportion of nominalGDP. ROR is the rate of
return on foreign assets, which error-corrects in world debit. i∗r is the short-term interest rate earned
on liabilities in the rest of the world. The second term B contains debit with the rest of the world. It
is written as a function of profits minus corporate taxes, interest payments on government debt and
private and government debt as well as stock market returns expressed in domestic currency.

As already said in the previous sections, short term interest rates are determined by the monetary
authority, which establishes the level of rates on the basis of current economic conditions, based on
the well-known two-pillar strategy whose drivers are the output gap and the level of inflation. The
model captures this bivalent nature of short-term rates via the formulation known as Taylor’s Rule
[7]:

it =γiit−1 + (1 + γi)

[
−αiln

(
NOM∗

t
NOMt

)
+ βi (in ft+1 − in f ∗t+1

)]
,

where i is the nominal short-term rate, NOM is the nominal output, NOM∗ is the target nominal
output, (the ratio between these two factors represents the difference between long-run potential
GDP and the actual level of GDP, knows as output gap) inf is the expected inflation calculated
as ∆lnCEDt−1 with CED representing the consumer prices, and in f ∗ is the target inflation set by
central banks. The parameters γ,α and β represent respectively the sensitivity to the time lag at
instant t − 1 (smoothness parameter), the sensitivity to the economic component and the sensitivity
to the monetary component. As will be seen in the next paragraph, the determination of these
parameters is crucial in forecasting the evolution of short-term rates for the different currency areas.

Long term rates (LR) are obtained by means of the 10-year forward convolution of short-term
interest rates plus a term premium (TPREM) to take into consideration the different evolution of
the different economic and financial conditions, as follows:

(1 + LRt) =
10

∏
h=0

(1 + it+h) + TPREMt.

Exchange rates are solved by the model by uncovered short rate parity and are defined as domestic
currency expressed in terms of foreign currency, that is:

RXt = RXt+1

(
1 + it

1 + i∗t

)
,

where i∗represents the nominal foreign short-term interest rate. Consequently, changes in the
choices of the monetary authorities in response to mutated state of the economy imply changes in
exchange rates.

Last, the model determines equity prices by discounting expected future cash flows relative to
the private sector capital stock (KP), considering the equity premium (EQPREM) and applicable
taxation (TAX), that is:

EQPt =
PROFt − TAXc

t
KPt

+
EQPt+1KPt+1

(1 + it)(1 + EQPREMt)KPt
.

2.3.4 Backtest Analysis

One of the fundamental aspects in econometric modeling is the determination of the parameters that
make up the backbone of the entire framework, establishing the relationships between the variables
involved and thus allowing to define the ratio underlying the modeling. For this reason, particular
attention has been focused on the calibration of these parameters. Bearing in mind that the purpose
of this modeling framework is to produce a market climate scenario, we focused more on one of the
key variables in this context, i.e. short-term interest rates, since all the other factors of interest are
determined consequentially to the latter or at least they are strongly influenced by it.

As shown in the previous paragraph, the determination of these rates is the responsibility of the
monetary authority, i.e. the central banks, whose choices are modeled using the well-known Taylor’s
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rule. In order to correctly calibrate the parameters involved in the aforementioned relationship, a
backtest analysis was conducted on historical data aimed at identifying the values that best fit the
series predicted by the model with the historical one. The four main currency areas were considered,
i.e. dollar, euro, sterling and the japanese yen, considering the available series of historical interest
rates; in details, for the United States the historical series starts from 1972 to 2020, for the euro area
from 2000 to 2020, for the Great Britain from 1972 to 2016 while for Japan the historical series covers
the period from 1984 to 2020. The calibration was done by minimizing the mean squared error,
making a convenient rounding to make the economic interpretation of the results thus obtained more
immediate. Furthermore, for simplicity, exogenous estimates have been used for the determination
of expected inflation and the output gap, while the level target inflation was set at 2% and assumed
to be constant over time. The graphs with the evidence obtained and the parameters used for each
economic area are reported in Table 1 and Figures 3, 4, 6, 5.

A few considerations on the results:

• For all four geographical areas, the trend predicted by the model (orange line) is in line with
that actually observed (blue line). Assuming a confidence interval of ±25 basis points, a range
to be considered adequate in the field of interest rate modeling, it can be observed that this is
respected on average.

• Focusing on the most turbulent phases of the economic cycle, such as the financial crisis in 2008
rather than the dot com bubble in the early 2000s, we observe how the model fails to capture
the real data, with deviations on average in the order of about 70-75 basis points. However,
this is consistent with the unpredictability of certain situations, inevitably unpredictable by
any model.

• A special consideration must be made for the United States and Japan, as it was decided
to insert a zero floor to reflect the evidence that historically there have never been negative
interest rates. This made it possible, as shown in the graphs, to keep the level of rates consistent
with the actual ones, avoiding the fall into the negative area as envisaged by the original
specification of the model. In fact, if the floor had not been introduced, the forecast would
have been absolutely misaligned with the trend achieved, with highly negative rates especially
for Japan. Consequently, the specification of the model thus adapted becomes the following:

it =
{

γiit−1 + (1 + γi)

[
−αiln

(
NOM∗

t
NOMt

)
+ βi (in ft+1 − in f ∗t+1

)]
, 0
}

.

For the remaining currencies, on the other hand, it was not necessary to make any type of
adjustment.

With reference to the parameters, however, the following characteristic features are highlighted:

• A particularly high degree of smoothness, equal to 85%, is recorded for both the euro area and
Japan, thus indicating greater attention by the respective central banks to avoid excessive jumps
in the determination of rates. On the other hand, the value of γ is lower albeit considerable as
regards sterling and dollar, where for the latter there is an equal weighting in the determination
phase.

• For the United States and for the euro area, a 50% higher dependence is observed as regards
the economic component compared to the monetary one, while the situation is reversed for
the other two currencies, thus highlighting the differences in the sensitivity of central banks to
the two pillars of monetary policy.

To conclude, it can therefore be said that Taylor’s rule proves to be an effective relationship for
predicting short-term interest rates, especially in the light of the high degree of malleability of the
parameters involved in the formula. Consequently, it fits perfectly with the proposed purpose of the
methodology under analysis.
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TABLE 2: Calibrated parameters for US Market

2.4 Credit Model

The Credit Model aims to allow us to measure the credit spread change at the Market Risk level
under climate scenarios using statistical regression techniques. The insight is to estimate the default
probability for each economic region, bearing in mind the macroeconomic variations resulting from
the climate policies in place.

The presence of only two macroeconomic variables (i.e. GDP and equity prices) arising from
NiGEM preserves the credit model structure and, at the same time, enables us to integrate the latter
methodology with the climate component.

The four steps of this framework are:

• Macroeconomic Variables Changes. Starting from the NiGEM model, we can get the changes
in GDP and equity prices for each economic region among the several stress scenarios with
respect to the baseline one.

• Default Probability Estimation. Through logistic regression, we can obtain the PD estimation
for each scenario taken into account, using the variables of the previous step as regressors.
The PD formula used for this purpose is:

PD = 1 − 1
1 + e(β0+x1β1+x2β2)

,

where x1 is the GDP change and x2 is the equity prices variation.

For calibration parameter of USA market, the historical data from 1984 to 2020 has been used
and the results are shown in Table 2.

• Credit Spread Calculation. With the result of the step above, we can get the credit spread for
the scenario i and economic area J for year t using the formula below:

CSt,i,j, = (1 − RR) · PDt,i,j,

where CSt,i,j, and PDt,i,j are the credit spread and default probability, respectively, using a
constant recovery rate (RR) equal to 40%.

• Shock. The last step is to derive the shock that will be applied to credit spread as a difference
between stressed scenario i and the baseline one.

2.5 Sectoral Disaggregation Model

The sectoral disaggregation model is the last step of our framework and it permits properly
redistributing the shocks. The Bank’s availability of sectorial score and the prediction of climate
data from GCAM, allow us to get the peculiar characteristics of each economic sector with a simple
and intuitive approach.

As anticipated before, the sectoral disaggregation factor is applied to shock derived from equity
price and corporate credit spread to have a more impact granularity at the NACE level: it represents
the goal of this step.

Our intuition was to assign a score for each economic sector and rescale the aggregate shock,
based on the polluting emission of the same industry.

Within it, we can identify the five phases below:
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TABLE 3: Emission Factors for sectors A, B and D

• Emission Factor (EF) Calculation. Starting from the GCAM forecasts on the GHG emission,
we can retrieve the related amount referred to stress scenario i for the economic area j of year t
and sector k as following:

EFt,i,j,k = 1 +
GHGt,i,j,k

GHGt,i,j
.

• ESG Score (S-ESG) Computation. Starting from the sectorial scores of the Bank related
to Environment (E), Social (S) and Governance (G), we can compute the S-ESG as a simple
average for each sector k to achieve a brief index on the topic in stress scope.

• Score Adjustment. The value calculated above could be adjusted based on the available
information, for example using the NACE sector and the associated ESG Risk level, the Bank
could set up a correction factor to apply to the S-ESG factor and increase the latter in case of
significative ESG Risk.

• Sectoral Adjustment Matrix Creation. Starting from the EF, we multiplied it for the S-ESG
adjusted for the factor estimated in the above step. The result is the Sectoral Adjustment Factor
(SAF), in formula:

SAFt,i,j,k = ETt,i,j,k · S − ESGk · Adjustment Factor.

• Impact Matrix Definition. Using the NiGEM shocks related to equity prices and credit spread,
the latter values should be multiplied for the SAF factor above: in this way, we can retrieve the
shock for stress scenario i of economic area j for year t and sector k as shown in the formula
below

Shockt,i,j,k = SAFt,i,j,k · NiGEM Shock.

Considering the GCAM projection of GHG emissions produced by sectors A, B and D, in Table
3 we can see the Emission Factor, i.e. the sector’s contribution to pollution emission in the whole
economy. Based on the available data, the sector D showed the higher incidence.

In Table 4 you can find the Sectoral Adjustment Matrix, calculated using the EF in Table 3 (in
brackets are indicated the multiplication results between adjustment factors and S-ESG for each
NACE sector).

3. Practical Implementation of the Framework

This section shows an application example of the previously exposed framework, based on real data.
During the paragraph, all the various assumptions made with a view to solving the exercise will be
presented, as well as the final results and the relative conclusions.

3.1 Policy Scenarios

Before moving on to illustrating the example, it should be remembered that the GCAM model allows
for the exploration of various types of climate-related scenarios through the use of a customizable
policy file; therefore the choice of which scenario to implement is crucial for determining which
variables will be impacted and, above all, the extent of the impact itself. By way of example, the
following are some of the pre-set climatic scenarios of the GCAM model, evoking their salient
features:
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TABLE 4: Sectoral Adjustment Matrix for sectors A, B and D

• Policies IPCC RPC (Representative Concentration Pathways): These scenarios indicate a
trend in the concentrations of greenhouse gases and aerosols for a specific climatic goal (in
terms of radiative forcing in 2100), which corresponds to a specific trend in human emissions.

• Policies in accordance with the Paris Agreements: In this scenario, the global temperature
rise this century is kept well below 2 degrees celsius.

• Policies Carbon Tax: Scenarios in which it is possible to fix the carbon tax level for a specific
year and its evolution for the following model’s simulation steps.

• Policies Production Target: Scenarios in which it is possible to constrain the production levels
in one or more specific industry sectors.

• Policies Land Use: Scenarios in which the amount of usable land in the agricultural sector is
determined.

3.2 Choice of the Scenario

As anticipated, a model application exercise based on empirical data was conducted. In particular,
the focus was on the American economy in the three-year period 2023-2025, while the following two
climate scenarios were identified:

• The "No policy" scenario. It represents the traditional scenario in which no variable climate is
constrained. The scenario’s objective is to function as a baseline for more aggressive scenarios.

• Scenario of "Climate Policy - Radiative Forcing (RCP 4.5) + Carbon Tax". The RCP 4.5
scenario was used as reference climate policy, defining the change in gas concentrations in
terms of radiative forcing, 4.5 W/m2 in 2100. This scenario includes an increase in atmospheric
concentrations over the next 50 years, resulting in a missed target of 2 degrees celsius. Moreover,
a carbon tax of 20 dollars per ton of CO2 will be implemented in 2025, with a 5% increase
every year.

The objective of the exercise is therefore to verify the impacts on the macroeconomic and financial
variables of the American economy by comparing a scenario without climate assumptions ("No
policy") with one in which strong restrictions linked to C02 emissions are introduced ("Climate
Policy - Radiative Forcing (RCP 4.5) + Carbon Tax".)

3.3 General Assumptions

In the development of this exercise, the following three hypothesis sets were made.

• Basic Assumptions: for equity prices, a simplified economy in which only three types of
sectors, corresponding to NACE A, B e D are considered.1

• Macroeconomic Assumptions

– The output gap2 and inflation have been calculated using historical data.

1Respectively: agricultural, mining, and energy production and distribution sectors.
2The output gap was estimated using the Hodrick-Presscot (HP) filter.
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TABLE 5: Results

– The FED’s and the BCE’s inflation targets have been fixed at 2%.

• Financial Assumptions

– The Recovery Rate is assumed to be constant and equal to 40%.

– The term premium was calculated using linear projections , whereas the equity premium
in the US market was assumed to be equal to 5%. Both the assumption are based on
historical data.

3.4 Adverse Scenario: Test Results

In this section we report the shock values, at the national level, obtained from the climate stress test
exercise for all financial variables of interest in the context of market risk. Moreover, we present a
brief qualitative confrontation with shocks from BCE and EIOPA regulatory scenarios.
The output shocks of the framework described in the first section, considering the baseline and the
RCP 4.5 + carbon tax scenarios for the three years 2023-2025, are available in Table 5.

As a result, we can consider the following observations:

• As expected, considering a more adverse scenario, such as the one chosen, entails a transition
risk that results in positive shocks for short and long term interest rates.

• The EUR/USD cross is a direct consequence of the combination of the long-term interest rates
of the United States and Europe.

• Due to the large short-term interest rate shocks and the impact of the climate assumptions on
the P&L of the sectors of the simplified economy, we obtain consistent equity shocks.

• As expected, we obtain large shocks for the carbon price which is the most impacted commodity
in this stress test exercise. The remaining commodities have less impact considering the climate
constraints chosen.

Considering the sectoral disaggregation model, we obtain in Table 6 the following equity and
corporate credit spread shocks distributed in relation to the economic sector. As it is possible to
observe, we obtain large shocks for the economic sectors more impacted by the climate policy in
terms of emissions, with large shocks for sectors B and D. In particular, the mining of coal and
lignite sector (B5) has the largest impact.

3.4.1 Comparison with the Regulatory Scenarios

The regulatory scenarios , proposed by BCE and EIOPA, and this exercise scenario, are not directly
comparable because the underlying assumptions are completely different. The challenge is being
presented here solely for qualitative purposes, whereas for quantitative checks, an expert-based
approach has been used.
In general, it is possible to notice that there are similarities between the BCE regulatory scenario
and the example scenario. More specifically:

• For asset class, in which the assumptions of the climate and the regulatory scenarios are not
significantly constraining (e.g., equity and credit spread), coherent values are observed among
the climate and the regulatory scenarios.
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TABLE 6: Results

• Other asset classes, for which the above-mentioned assumptions are strongly heterogeneous,
have significant differences, as expected (e.g., commodities and, more specifically, the carbon
price).

For what concern the EIOPA scenario we observe significant differences with respect to the example
scenario for equity and corporate credit spreads. The same considerations apply at the level of a
single NACE code, where higher values are recorded in correlation with the most affected climate
zones, despite the fact that the magnitude of the scenarios is different.

4. Conclusions

The ultimate goal of this research paper was to present a methodology for measuring ESG risk
from the perspective of a market trading book for a financial institution. As highlighted in the
course of the discussion, the execution of a stress test scenario appears to be an effective tool for
quantifying this risk. In this regard, the methodology proposed by iason proves to be able to
capture the climate component and explain it through shocks to market data and to translate it into
variations on ordinary risk metrics. This is possible thanks to the combination of the two forecasting
macro-models that combine the climatic and economic aspects. Moreover, from an operational point
of view, two aspects are particularly relevant: the first is the high degree of flexibility and discretion
in management choices, that is how to implement the construction of the climate scenario of interest
and on which assumptions to emphasise; the second point concerns the adaptability to the specific
data architectures of financial institutions, which could sometimes be excessively complex and
difficult to manage. Both of these characteristics are to be considered desirable from the point of
view of performing such an exercise. In conclusion, the proposed methodology demonstrates that
it effectively captures the risk stemming from ESG factors and although it is still in an embryonic
stage, it can act as a starting point for further future developments in the relative literature, such
as for example the building of ad hoc risk metrics for a more concise quantification in the field of
Market Risk.
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Annex

A. NiGEM Agents

The key stakeholder of NiGEM model are households, firms, governments and monetary authorities
[6].

The assumption on households is on consumption, i.e. it is a function of their current and
expected future real disposable income along with the net wealth from housing and financial assets.
In the long term, consumption is defined with the formula below:

lnCt = αC + βCln(RHWt) + (1 − βC)ln(RTWt + RNWt),

where:

• C is real consumption;

• RHW is real human wealth and it is expressed as a function of expectations of future real
disposable income with equation below:

RHWt = E

[
T

∑
j=0

∅jRPDIt+j

]
,

where:

– RPDI is real personal disposable income;

– ∅ is the discount factor, determined by the real interest rate.

• RTW is real tangible wealth;

• RNW is real net financial wealth.

The difference in the relative significance of wealth and liquidity constraints could lead to a disparity
among countries.

Concerning firms, the real output is defined as a function of production and oil usage based on
the formula below:

Q = γQ

{[
sQ (K)−ρ + (1 − sQ)

(
Leλt

)−ρ
]− 1

ρ

}α

M1−α, (1)

where:

• Q is real output;

• K is the total capital stock;

• L is total hours worked;

• λ is the rate of labour-augmenting technical progress;

• M is oil input.

With regards to governments, their budget deficit (BUD) is qual to spending minus revenues,
i.e. in formula:

BUD = CED · (GI + GC) + TRAN + GIP − TAX − CTAX − ITAX,

where:

• GI and GC is the spending on investment and consumption, respectively;

• CED is the consumers’ expenditure deflator;
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• TRAN refers to transfers to unemployed and pensioners;

• GIP is government interest payments;

• The corporate (CTAX) and personal (TAX) direct taxed and indirect taxes (ITAX) on speding
represent the revenues.

The debt stock is affected by the previous level of the latter, the government budget deficit and the
money stock change, as per the following formula:

DEBTt = DEBTt−1 + BUDt − ∆Mt.

Furthermore, we assume the existence of a budget rule to make sure long-term solvency. Mentioned
rule can described using the following formula:

taxrt = taxrt−1 ·

0.01yt−1 ·
(

py
t−1

100

)
·
(

βtaxr (gbrtt−1 − gbrt−1)
)

pi

 ,

where:

• taxr i sthe tax rate;

• y is the GDP;

• py is the deflator of GDP;

• pi is the personal income.

The latter agent is the monetary policy authority: it impacts the model via short-term nominal
interest rate setting. The default monetary policy rule is the two-pillar one, i.e. in the formula below:

it = γtit−1 +
(

1 − γi
)
·
[
−αiln

(
NOM∗

t
NOMt

)
+ βi (in ft+1 − in f ∗t+1

)]
,

where:

• i is the short-term nominal interest rate;

• NOM is nominal output and NOM∗ is a specified target of it;

• in f is inflation expectations and it is equal to ∆lnCEDt+1;

• in f ∗ is the inflation target.

B. NiGEM Equilibrium

B.1 Goods and Services Prices

The production input cost impacts the prices of goods and services set by firms. The assumption
is that the company mix the factors to reduce the production cost based on Formula 1. Given the
optimal factor input levels (L, K) we have the following total cost formula:

TC = wL + rW =
Q

γQ

{
sQ 1

1+ρ c
ρ

1+ρ +
(

1 − sQ
) 1

1+ρ w
ρ

1+ρ

(
e−ρλt

) 1
1+ρ

} 1+ρ
ρ

.

Based on hypothesis that firms work on demand curve for factors in the long run, the productive
marginal cost is expressed with formula below:

MC =

(
L
Q

)1+ρ (
γQeλt

)ρ w
1 − sQ .
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With imperfect competition, a markup is applied on marginal cost, therefore the unit total cost is:

UTC = CUαUTC
(

L
Q

)1+ρ (
γQeλt

)ρ w
1 − sQ ,

where αUTC is different among countries, due to several product market regulations. Consumer
prices depend on unit total cost and a wedge due to prices of imported goods and services, in
formula:

lnCED = βCEDlnUTC +
(

1 − βCED
)

lnPM, (2)

where βCED represents the sensitivity of consumer price and inflation to overseas price pressure.

B.2 Wages and Unemployment

In the model, the link between real wage growth and unemployment could be represented by the
Phillips curve relationship. The maximisation of earnings requires a salary adjustment, i.e. the latter
should be in line with productivity over time. Therefore, the augmentation of real wage could be
written as follows:

∆ln
wt

CEDt
= βw

1 Ut−1 − δw
[

ln
wt−1

UTCt−1
+ bw

1

(
tt−1 − ln

Qt−1

Lt−1

)
− bw

2 ln
Qt−1

Lt−1

]
,

where:

• wt
CEDt

is the real consumer salary;

• Ut−1 is the lag of the unemployment rate;

• wt−1
UTCt−1

is the real producer earning;

• ln Qt−1
Lt−1

is realised (log of) output per hour worked;

•
(

tt−1 − ln Qt−1
Lt−1

)
the deviation of (log) work productivity from a long-run productivity trend;

• βw
1 represent the unemployment elasticity;

• −δw is the error correction parameter.

In the real world, the nominal salary are subject of negotiation, i.e. rational agents consider two
factors: current price level and the expectation on the future level of them, in formula:

∆lnwt = αw
0 ∆ln

wt

CEDt
+ αw

1 ∆lnCEDt + αw
2 E

[
H

∑
h=1

∆lnCEDt+h

]
, (3)

where:

• wt is the nominal salary;

• CEDt is the current price level;

• E
[
∑H

h=1 ∆lnCEDt+h

]
is expected inflation over H periods;

• αw
1 and αw

2 are related to rationality of agents, i.e. αw
2 ̸= 0 means adaptive expectations (this

parameter is not manadatory in NiGEM); instead αw
1 ̸= 0 means sticky expectations on price

level.

The equilibrium unemployment rate could be estimated considering the optimal labour level L and
equations 2 and 3 and it could be written as following:

U∗ = αU
1 + αU

2 ∆ln
PX
PM

+ αU
3 ∆ln

UTC
PM

,

where:
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• PX
PM is the ration between export and import prices;

• αU
1 sums up the parameters related to product and labour market institutions;

• αU
3 = 0 means that the equilibrium unemployment rate would only be specified by structural

factors and the terms of trade.

From U∗ the equilibrium employment level could be retrieved from following relationship:

L∗ = LF(1 − U∗),

where LF represents the labour force that is function of exogenous demographics, migration and
participation rates. Moreover, the self-employed are not significant in the wage and price-setting
system.

B.3 International Commerce

As anticipated in 2.3, NiGEM is a globally closed model, then the international trade is linked to the
export demand of other countries and the import demand could be written as a function of total
final expenditure and import price competitiveness, i.e.:

∆lnMt = βM
0 + βM

1 ∆lnTFEt − βM
2 ∆ln

PMt

CEDt
− δM

[
lnMt−1 − bM

1 lnTFEt−1 − bM
2 ln

PMt−1

CEDt−1

]
,

where:

• TFEt is the Total Final Expenditure and it is calculated as domestic demand minus imports;

• βM
1 > 1 is established to consider the globalisation;

• PM is the import prices and it could be defined as a weighted average of prices for commodity
(PMCOM) and non-commodity (PMNCOM) imports, i.e.:

PM = αPMPMCOM + (1 − αPM)PMNCOM,

where PMCOM are exogenous data and αPM is the commodity exports percentage to total
exports. In addition, the PMNCOM could be calculated with following formula:

PMNCOM
i =

J

∑
j=1

wtjPXNCOM
j ,

where wtj is the export percentage of country j in all imports of country i (and J is the trading
partners’ numerosity). To converge into equilibrium, the non-commodity export prices could
be expressed via the formula below:

∆lnPXNCOM
it =βPXN

0 − δPXN ·
[

lnPXNCOM
it−1 − bPXN

1 lnCPXNCOM
it−1 − bPXN

2 ln
CEDt−1

RXt−1

]
+

βPXN
1 ∆ln

CEDt

RXt
+ βPXN

3 ∆lnDPXNCOM
it ,

where:

CPXNCOM
i =

L

∑
l=1

υl PXNCOM
l and DPXNCOM

i =
M

∑
m=1

um
CEDm

RXm
.

In which l is a competitor of specific market,υl represent the competitor presence in that
market area and i and m are two different countries.

In closing, the trade balance is determined as difference between export and import volumes,
i.e.:

TBt =
Xt

RXb
PXt

PXb − Mt

RXt

PMt

PMb .

For which b is the base year value of the considered variable.
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B.4 Financial Market Prices

The same argument done to product markets is applied to international financial markets. The net
income from interest payments, profits and dividends (IPD) of a specific country could be explained
as follows:

(IPDCt − IPDDt) = A − B,

where:
A = RORt(GAt−1 − βIPD

1 GLt−1) + i∗t βIPD
2 GLt−1,

B =βIPD
3 (PROFt − TAXc

t ) +

(
1 − 0.2

debtgov
t /yt

)
INTgov

t +

GLt−1RXt−1 −
(

1 − 0.2
debtgov

t /yt

)
debtgov

t−1 − βIPD
4 EQCAPt−1QEPRt

RXt
.

In detail, A stands for the credit with respect to the rest of the word. The factors considered in A
are:

• GA is gross assets owned, and GL is gross liabilities, and the underlying assumption is that
their value is proportional to nominal GDP;

• ROR is the percentage of foreign asset earnings;

• i∗t represents the short-term interest rate made on liabilities in the rest of the globe.

Concerning B, that it is the flipside and represents the debt with the rest of the world, is given by
gains net of corporate taxes, interest payments on government debt, private and government deficit
including also stock market returns in domestic currency.

Accordingly, the current account balance could be represented via the following formula:

CBt = TBt + (IPDCt − IPDDt) + BPTt,

where:

• TB is the Trade Balance;

• (IPDC − IPDD) is the net foreign revenue;

• BPT stands for balance of payments transfers.

A small deviation from the classic no-arbitrage condition is permitted for prices on international
financial markets, instead in the long term we have a forward-looking adjustment.

A small deviation from the classic no-arbitrage condition is permitted for prices on international
financial markets, instead in the long term we have a forward-looking adjustment. Then, the long
term interest rate (LRt) follows the rule below:

(1 + LRt) =
H

∏
h=0

(1 + it+h) + TPREMt,

where TPREM is a term premium.
The expectation on interest rates, has an impat also on bilateral exchange rate RXT solving the

interest parity condition below:

RXt = RXt+1

(
1 + it

1 + i∗t

)
.

Lastly, the equity prices are defined using following formula:

EQPt =
PROFt − TAXc

t
KPt

+
EQPt+1KPt+1

(1 + it)(1 + EQPREMt)KPt
.
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C. GCAM Model Settings

GCAM is represented by five different interacting and interconnected systems: socioeconomic,
energy, land, water and climate. The market equilibrium is the operating principle for GCAM that it
means representative agents use information about prices and costs to take decision in the allocation
of resources. Specifically, GCAM uses a logit formulation for the decision making:

si =
αic

γ
i

∑N
j=1 αjc

γ
j

,

where:

• si, αi, cγ
i are the share, cost, and share weight of technology i;

• i is the technology;

• γ is the logit exponent.

The exponents are specified exogenously and they indicate the degree to which shares are determined
by costs of profits.

C.1 Socioeconomic System

The Socioeconomic System is represented by two inputs: population and GDP. These two variables
are independent of other GCAM component.

• The population is an exogenous input and it uses historical and future data from the Shared
Socioeconomic Pathway 2 (SSP2);

• The GDP is provided in constant US dollar and it is a function of three variables:

– Previous period’s GDP;

– The size of the labor force determined by the population size and the specified labor force
participation rate;

– The labor productivity growth rate that is describer exogenously and it measure the
inflation-adjusted growth in the value of goods and services produced.

These two inputs are the primary outputs of the Socioeconomic System.

C.2 Energy System

the Energy System concerns the energy production, energy transformation and energy distribution.
It is represented by three main resources:

• Primary fuels;

• Renewable resources (e.g. wind and solar resources);

• Exhaustible resources (e.g. fossil fuels and uranium).

This system is divide into sectors and these sectors contains sub-sectors. Each sub-sectors is in turn
composed by at least one technology specified with a different set of inputs, costs and performance
characteristics. These technologies produce emission (e.g. CO2 emissions, non-CO2 emissions and
carbon capture and storage emissions) which are one outputs’ Energy System. Then the emissions
are multiplied by an emission factor based on historical model data calibration. The data source is
the IEA Energy Balance which is used for energy production, energy transformation and energy
losses. The other primary output of the system are all sectors’ energy consumption, transformation
sectors’ energy production, energy prices.
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C.3 Agricultural System

The GCAM land component calculates supply, demand and land use for food, feed, fiber, forestry
and bio energy products. The outputs are then aggregated in 15 classes and reported by the
FAO. The land is allocated assuming that landowners maximize expected profits, with different
production cost for each producer. According to the net trade approach, most agricultural products
are traded on the global market where global supply matches global demand at each time step.
For the computation of the land-use change CO2 emissions, the agricultural system uses a change
carbon equilibrium over time estimations.

C.4 Water System

For each region and sectors in the model the Water System calculates water supply and water
demand. Specifically, GCAM tracks:

• Water withdrawals that is the total water extracted from water supply system;

• Water consumption that is the water used by consumers;

• Biophysical water consumption for crops for each basin and crop type.

These components represent the primary outputs of the water component of GCAM. Historical
water withdrawals and historical water consumption data came from a variety of sources where the
most important are the FAO ACQUASTAT (2016) and the UGSG (2016).

C.5 Climate System

The latest version of GCAM model includes Hector v2.0 that is a climate carbon-cycle model.
This version of GCAM model is useful to calculate future green house gases’ concentrations and
global mean radiative from them. This permits to divide the carbon cycle in three main parts:
atmosphere, earth and ocean. In this version, differential equation linked default terrestrial carbon
cycle, vegetation, detritus and soil to atmosphere. Then, the net primary production is atmospheric
CO2’s and temperature’s function. Specifically:

• Global atmospheric temeprature is a function of a user specified climate feedback parameter
and it indicated the climate sensitivity equilibrium to doubling CO2, total radiative forcing
and oceanic radiative forcing.

• Radiative forcing is calculated from each individual atmospheric constituent, such as CO2,
hydrocarbons and organic carbons.

In addition, since 2005 GCAM provided to Hector v2.0 global emissions. The model in the Climate
System computes different outputs:

• Global mean temperature;

• Ocean heat uptake;

• CO2, CH4, N2O and halocarbon concentrations;

• Radiative forcing;

• Carbon fluxes both on land and oceans.

C.6 Focus on GDP

For the computation of GDP the GCAM model uses a forecast trajectory that doesn’t incorporate
the climate component. However, GDP is a key variable for the computation of NiGEM finance
variables, thus an adjustment is needed. This is done by a merge between the GCAM model and
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the MESSAGE Model (which incorporate the climate component) combining GCAM’s GDP and
MESSAGE’s GDP, both calculate from the same reference scenario.

ĜDP
GCAM

(t) = GDPGCAM
re f (t)

(
1 +

(
%∆GDPMESSAGE

re f (t)

PMESSAGE
CO2

(t)

)
PGCAM

CO2
(t)

)
,

where

• ĜDP
GCAM

(t) denotes GDP’s climate-component adjusted;

• GDPGCAM
re f (t) is the GCAM’s GDP refrence scenario;

•
%∆GDPMESSAGE

re f (t)

PMESSAGE
CO2

(t)
denotes MESSAGE’s GDP refrence scenario change relative to MESSAGE

CO2 emission price;

• PGCAM
CO2

(t) is the GCAM’s CO2 emissions price.

C.7 GCAM Data System

GCAM Data System uses different input based on information about energy production and
consumption, information about agricultural production and consumption, information about land
use and land coverage, information about technologies costs and performances and information
about 24 emission types. Then GCAM aggregates these data into regions, commodities and sectors
and for missing information some adjustments are required in the GCAM Data System to ensure the
equilibrium between market demand and market supply. GCAM Data System also contains some
forward-looking parameters which use information about labor productivity, information about
technology cost and performance and information about non-CO2 potential mitigation.
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TABLE 7: External inputs used for supply of energy

TABLE 8: External inputs used for demand of energy

TABLE 9: External inputs used for supply of food, feed, and forestry

TABLE 10: External inputs used for demand of food, feed, and forestry
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TABLE 11: External inputs used for supply of water

TABLE 12: External inputs used for demand of water

TABLE 13: External inputs used for economics
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